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ABSTRACT: This work tackles the complicated problem of clump formation and
entanglement of high aspect ratio copper nanowires, due to which a well dispersed
solution for use as a true ink for drawable electronics has not been made until now.
Through rheology studies even a hard to use material like copper nanowires was
tailored to be made into a highly efficient conductive ink with only 2 vol % or 18.28 wt
% loading which is far lower than existing nanoparticle based inks. This versatile ink can
be applied onto various substrates such as paper, PET, PDMS and latex. By using the
ink in a roller ball pen, a bending sensor device was simply drawn on paper, which
demonstrated detection of various degrees of convex bending and was highly durable as
shown in the 10 000 bending cycling test. A highly sensitive strain sensor which has a
maximum gauge factor of 54.38 was also fabricated by simply painting the ink onto latex
rubber strip using a paintbrush. Finally a complex conductive pattern depicting the
Sydney Opera House was painted on paper to demonstrate the versatility and
robustness of the ink. The use of Cu NWs is highly economical in terms of the conductive filler loading in the ink and the cost of
copper itself as compared to other metal NPs, CNT, and graphene-based inks. The demonstrated e-ink, devices, and facile device
fabrication methods push the field one step closer to truly creating cheap and highly reliable skin like devices “on the fly”.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Drawable electronics can offer a number of benefits compared
to conventional rigid circuit board technologies, such as facile
low-cost and large-area fabrication on various flexible substrates.
Toward this goal, various strategies ranging from laboratory
scale methods such as vacuum filtration-membrane transfer,1−3

meyer rod coating,4−6 doctor blading,7,8 and drop casting9,10 to
potentially industry scalable methods such as inkjet print-
ing,11−14 electrospinning,15−17 and dip coating18,19 have been
developed. Of all these methods the pen-on-paper strategy
emerges to be a facile ink delivery method for large area
patterning on variety of substrates. In particular, the recent
success in pen-on-paper approach20,21 has shown that it is
possible to deliver functional electrically conductive patterns
onto various substrates for applications in chemical,22

biosensor,23 SERS,24 and motion sensors.25 Some recent
reports have further advanced this concept and developed the
pencil-on-paper strategy for cheap electronics.26−28

Central to all the aforementioned approaches is an
electrically conductive ink, which is a complex system governed
by various properties, such as surface tension, viscosity,
humidity, substrate binding ability, etc.29 Substantial research
efforts have been devoted to nanomaterials for formulating such
electronic inks, including metallic nanoparticles,11,20,21,30

graphene,31 and carbon nanotubes (CNTs).32,33 To date,
noble-metal-based nanoparticle solutions have dominated the
printed electronics industry due to their facile synthesis and

chemical stability under ambient conditions. Majority of the
electrically conductive inks reported in earlier works utilize zero
dimensional sphere or sphere-like nanoparticles (NPs) as their
constituents.11,20,21,30 In principle, electronic inks from one-
dimensional metal nanowires are ideal because they can
substantially enhance percolation conductivity34,35 yet lower
materials consumption. However, limited success has been
achieved for one-dimensional nanowires because of complex
problems, such as entanglement of fibers, the clogging of
printing nozzles and nibs, and a nonlinear viscosity profile,
which is the signature of a suspension with high aspect ratio
particles. Thus, it is desired to develop electronic inks from 1D
metal nanowires, ideally from earth-abundant materials, such as
copper.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Hexadecylamine (HDA) Sigma-Aldrich, copper chloride

(CuCl2·2H2O) Sigma-Aldrich, D-glucose (α or β) Merck, hydrox-
ypropyl cellulose (HPC) Sigma-Aldrich, 20 mesh, Mw = 1 000 000.

Cu NWs Synthesis. Our Cu NWs were synthesized using a scaled
up amine-capped and glucose-based reduction method.49 An oil bath
was preheated to 100 °C, into which a screw cap borosilicate bottle
with 50 mL of water, was immersed. When bubbles began to appear in
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the water then 900 mg of hexadecylamine (HDA) (Sigma-Aldrich)
and 100 mg of copper chloride (CuCl2·2H2O)(Sigma-Aldrich) were
added and stirred for 30 min at 1000 rpm. The solution would have
turned a homogeneous sky blue color, then 500 mg of D-glucose (α or
β) (Merck) was added to it, the stirring speed was reduced to 400 rpm
and the reaction was allowed to run for 6 h, then stopped. After the
addition of glucose the solution changed color from pale brown to
dark brown. The reaction solution was removed from the oil bath and
allowed to cool for 10 min after which it was centrifuged at 6500 rpm
for 5 min. The Cu NWs were collected at the bottom of the tubes as a
neat pellet, which can be easily recovered by carefully decanting the
supernatant and gently rinsing the pellet with Mili-Q water a few
times.
Cu NWs Ink Formulation. After careful rheology studies it has

been found that for every 1 g (wet pellet weight) of Cu NWs, 9.468
mg of HPC is needed to well suspend them. The ink was diluted with
Mili-Q water to make a 2.2 mL final ink solution.
Characterization. High-resolution images of the Cu NWs were

captured using the FEI Nova NanoSEM 450 FESEM, and the FEI
Tecnai T20 TEM. The viscosity measurements were done using a
HAAKE Modular Advanced Rheometer System.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The drawable electronic inks from high aspect ratio (∼1000)
copper nanowires (CuNWs) were synthesized by following the
recent report with slight modifications.36 We also thoroughly
investigate the rheology properties of the ink to enable us to
carefully tailor the ink specifications according to the end
applications. The as synthesized Cu NWs have a reddish brown
color Figure 1a, are 25−35 nm in diameter Figure 1b and 50−
60 μm long Figure 1c. We demonstrated high-performance
bending and strain sensors from 2 vol % or 18.28 wt %
CuNWs, which is far lower than the spherical nanoparticle inks
with typical 60 wt % loading.20 Our CuNWs inks could be
delivered by a ballpoint pen or paintbrush onto paper, PET,
and latex rubber substrates, allowing facile patterning of
complex design such as the Sydney Opera House. Compared
to previous successes in electronics on paper20,36,37 and
PET5,11,38,39 as flexible, PDMS,40−42 and Ecoflex43,44 as
stretchable substrates, our CuNWs-based method represents a
single, low-cost yet efficient strategy to draw electronics on all
these substrates.
The extremely high aspect ratio of the Cu NWs causes them

to have a tendency for entanglement and clump formation
making it difficult to be used in any ink formulation. To make
the Cu NWs into a usable ink, a single polymer additive
hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) was used. The Cu NWs
immediately untangle and form a more homogeneous and well
dispersed suspension as soon as the HPC is added. This
polymer was chosen as it plays multiple roles of Cu NWs
dispersing agent, as a viscosity modifier and also helps to bind
the ink to the substrate. The HPC concentration has been
carefully controlled so as to not adversely affect the ink’s overall
electrical conductivity. From the rheology characterization, it
has been found that for every 1 g (wet pellet weight) of Cu
NWs, 9.5 mg of HPC was required to just suspend them and
make an ink that can continuously flow through the ball point
without clogging or forming breaks in the ink trace. Increasing
the concentration of HPC makes the ink flow smoother but at
the expense of a huge loss in electrical conductivity due to
cabling effect on the NWs. Hereafter, this ratio of Cu
NWs:HPC has been maintained throughout the experiments.
The key requirements in electronic ink are an optimum shear

viscosity for smooth ink delivery to the substrate while
maintaining trace conductivity. To find this optimum viscosity

we thoroughly investigated the effect of increasing Cu NWs
concentration on the ink trace clarity and conductivity. The
shear viscosity versus Cu NWs concentration as shown in
Figure 1d was measured from an ultralow concentration of
0.01−2.7 vol %, at which the solution was found to have sludge
like consistency. This was done in order to have a complete
concentration chart of the ink to aid in selecting the
concentration best suitable for our application. As drawing
will involve various shear rates depending on the strokes and
the swiftness of the human hand. It is expected that small
strokes will exert low to medium shear rates, and long strokes
will exert high shear rates. From our experiments, we estimated
that a normal slow writing speed exerts a shear velocity of 1.43
mm/s, and the gap between the ball and the sleeve of the nib is
approximately 15 μm from the SEM images. Therefore,
assuming the above values, we can estimate the theoretical
value of the shear rate from eq 1 to be 95.2/s, which agrees well
with our experimental shear rate of 80/s.

γ υ̇ =
h (1)

Figure 1. (a) Optical image of Cu NWs ink, (b) TEM image showing
diameter, (c) SEM image showing percolation network, (d) Cu NWs
concentration vs shear viscosity at 80/s shear rate, and (e) Cu NWs
concentration vs resistance at 3 concentrations obtained from shear
viscosity chart; 0.2, 1, 2 vol %. Insets show optical image.
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where γ ̇ is the shear rate, υ the shear velocity and h the
separation between the two surfaces; in this case the gap
between the ball and the sleeve of the nib.
To find the most suitable concentration, one point each from

the lower, middle and high concentration ranges were chosen.
The aim of testing these different concentrations was to be able
to draw a trace which is the thinnest and simultaneously had
the highest conductivity. Ink traces were drawn using those
concentrations and the resistances were measured, shown in
Figure 1e. The low 0.2 vol %, mid 1 vol %, and high 2 vol %
concentrations had viscosities of 0.003, 0.02, and 0.6 Pa·s,
respectively. The low viscosity/concentration ink had a high ink
flow resulting in a substantial efflux of Cu NWs. But the
drawback here was that the trace does not hold form and
spread on the substrate, resulting in the Cu NWs being spread
out on a large area. Hence, due to low concentration of Cu
NWs/ink trace area, we had low conductivity. The 0.2 vol %
had lowest concentration, hence the highest ink flow among the
group, resulting in a wide ink trace but also a high resistance at
7.4 MΩ. On increasing the concentration to 1 vol %, we saw an
improvement and the trace becomes thinner. However, owing
to the higher viscosity the ink flow was reduced resulting in an
even lower Cu NWs/ink trace area and therefore the highest
resistance of the group at 32.5 MΩ. The 2 vol % has the highest
viscosity hence it has a thin ink trace. The high concentration
also makes for high amount of Cu NWs delivery. Therefore,
here the constraint of having a thin trace along with a high Cu
NWs/ink trace area is achieved. So, this concentration with the
best conductivity at 0.85 KΩ was chosen as the concentration
for the rest of the experiments.
Our formulated CuNWs inks could be delivered by ballpoint

pens and paintbrush uniformly without any observable broken
traces. We first tested the feasibility of drawing on paper
electronics. Figure 2a is a representative image of a ballpoint
pen refill filled with 200 μL of Cu NWs ink and it was used to
draw ink traces on four substrates with different surface
morphologies: (1) tracing paper, (2) coated photo paper, (3)
100 GSM paper, and (4) PET sheet. Draw-on electronics not
only requires a drawable ink but also a drawable substrate.
Therefore, it is equally necessary to know about the substrate’s
surface properties and morphology. The tracing paper surface is
rough because of the commercial chemical treatment but still
has a continuous surfaces showing no distinct cellulose fibers
protruded. Hence, the Cu NWs owing to their ultralong length
are able to drape over the peaks and valleys in the surface giving
a conductive percolation network with a resistance value of 26.5
kΩ, Supporting Information Figure S1. The 100 GSM paper
has the highest resistance among all the ink traces, 3.4 MΩ.
This is because of the extremely large cellulose fibers compared
to Cu NWs, which are not at all closely packed causing only a
few Cu NWs to be able to sustain a very sparse percolation
network, Supporting Information Figure S2. The coated photo
paper is very absorbent and also very smooth compared to the
uncoated based papers allowing for a percolation network to be
formed easily (Supporting Information Figure S3) and also
resulting in the lowest resistance of 6.6 kΩ for all the traces on
the different papers. The coated photo paper looks smooth to
the naked eye, but under microscopy inspection reveals a very
rough particulate based coated surface. This kind of modified
surface is specifically designed to absorb the ink droplet to the
maximum extent. A conductive trace of ∼500 μm could be
drawn on coated photo paper as shown by the brick red color
of the copper nanowires (Figure 2b) with a roller ball of 800

μm (Figure 2c). The SEM image in Figure 2d casts a closer
look at the ball-point nib. Figure 2e demonstrates the versatility
of the ink as it is applied onto a sheet of tracing paper as an
elaborate conductive pattern depicting the Sydney Opera
House, Supporting Information Figure S9. The glowing LED
proves the conductivity of the pattern.
To demonstrate the functionality of the ink a bending sensor

was fabricated by drawing an array of linear ink traces on a
sheet of coated photo paper using the ballpoint pen approach
and later a strain sensor was fabricated on latex using the
paintbrush approach. For the bending sensor, a series of
bending angle tests were done to determine when and where
the device starts to fail, as shown in Figure 3. These include, a
dynamic measurement bending cyclic test done to test the
durability of the device, and a static measurement test for the
resistance changes during simple bending at different angles to
test the impact of bending on the device’s electrical
performance. Figure 3a depicts how the linear array of ink
traces, each 20 mm long and 5 mm apart are being bent from a
flat state to 50°, 130°, and 180°; the corresponding bending
radii being 12.5, 6.2, and 2.4 mm, respectively. In Figure 3b, the
bending was done at 50° for 10,000 cycles, while measuring the

Figure 2. (a) Cu NWs in ballpoint refill in the background, and ink
traces on different substrates. (b) Image showing ink trace being
drawn by the ballpoint pen on coated photo paper. (c) SEM image
showing dimension of the ball. (d) SEM image showing side-view of
the ballpoint nib. (e) Painted image of Sydney Opera House, using ink
applied by a paintbrush.
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dynamic current changes. As is evident, the current flow starts
to fall from its initial value ∼1 mA until 5000 cycles after which
it stabilizes at ∼0.5 mA. The inset Figure 3b, shows the last 10 s
of the 5000 cycling tests. Here the baseline stays at ∼0.75 mA,
but when the bend occurs, it shoots up to ∼0.9 mA.
Furthermore, although the peak in current flow remains fairly
constant but there are also intermittent sharp valleys just before
or after the peaks along with much noise in the baseline. This
may be attributed to the triboelectric effect due to the
interaction between the Cu NWs and the rough coated paper
surface which maybe generating additional signals apart from

the current changes due to bending. The effect of the degree of
bending on the device is studied by simply bending the device
at 0°, 50°, 130° and 180° and measuring the static resistance,
Figure 3(c). We can see that at the resistance is about 200−300
Ω in the absence of bending, but rises quite rapidly to ∼4, ∼9,
and ∼14 KΩ for the bending of 50°, 130°, and 180°,
respectively. This shows that although the device is sensitive to
changes in bending angle, it is also increasingly less reliable at
severe bending. Supporting Information Figure S3 depicts a
pristine ink trace ∼400 μm wide having an intact percolation
network, whereas in Supporting Information Figure S4 which is

Figure 3. (a) Optical image of Cu NWs conductive ink trace electrode arrays, deposited using a ball-point pen, in flat and bent states, with a bending
angles from top to bottom at 0°, 50°, 130°, and 180°. (b) Electrical resistance as a function of bend cycles (10 000) of electrode arrays, at 50° bend.
(c) Electrical resistance as a function of bending angle.

Figure 4. (a) Optical image of Cu NWs conductive ink trace electrode deposited on latex using a paint brush, in relaxed (top) and stretched
(bottom) states. (b) Electrical current changes as a function of 10% strain for 6000 cycles, inset 23 cycles at 50% strain. (c) Sensitivity of the strain
sensor demonstrated from 0% to 100% strain, inset 0−30% strain.
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slightly magnified to show serious crack formation after 3000
bending cycles. Both images have been taken from the middle
region of the ink trace, the place which is supposed to undergo
maximum bending. Even though the NWs are very long, they
are not able to sustain a percolation network over the crack that
is almost 3−5 μm wide when the paper substrate is flat. This is
a failure on the part of the rigid coating on the paper surface,
which when in the bent state forms a crack much wider than
the length of the Cu NWs themselves, resulting in a ruptured
percolation network. During bending the convex surface of the
substrate undergoes extensional stress, whereas the concave
side experiences compressional stress. In case of smooth
substrates such as PET or PDMS, the NWs coating on the
convex side will experience NWs breakage and some
delamination due to stretching during bending, and also
increase in the tightness of contact between NWs. This often
results in rise of conductivity during bending. But with severe
bending, upon returning to the flat state buckles and waves
remain on the NWs coating. The NWs coating is not
extensively damaged because of their ability to reversibly slide
on a smooth substrate.45 The present substrate has a rough
surface, along with severe crack formations. Reversible sliding
of NWs networks is highly unlikely here, which is observed as
an obvious fall in the current carrying capacity with increasing
bending cycles. This clearly shows that paper although may be
able a good substrate for printable and hence “use and throw”
electronics, circuits etc., but it may not suitable for human
motion sensing applications.
To further test the applicability of the Cu NWs conductive

ink in stretchable sensors, a latex strip as a trace 20 mm long
and 3 mm wide was drawn using a paint brush. Liquid latex was
cast onto a silicon wafer to get a very smooth surfaced latex
rubber sheet on which the ink could be easily delivered. Figure
4a depicts the Cu NWs−latex strain sensor in relaxed and
stretched states. The cyclic strain tests, Figure 4b are much
more stable in terms of current changes and noise compared to
the earlier tests, although there is still a weakening trend in
current intensity. This is stable until 6000 cycles at least. To
measure the sensitivity of the sensor the resistance changes
have been plotted against the strain, and the plot shows three
distinct sensitivity regimes, Figure 4c. The first regime has a
gauge factor of 2.35 in the strain range from 0% to 17%, the
second at 13.17 from 18% to 30% Figure 4c inset, and the third
at 54.38 from 40% to 90%. It is rare for a single device to have
three distinct and also high gauge factors along a large strain
range. The first regime shows that the sensor is able to pick up
strains with a resolution of 1% strain difference. The medium
strain range from 18 to 30% also shows good linearity like the
11−17% range. The 40−90% range has a few outliers but like
the previous two ranges has good linearity and high sensitivity.
The device shows signs of failing, with aggressive crack
formations on the Cu NWs film at 100% strain and the device
fails, that is, does not read anymore at 110%. The three trends
in the sensitivity curve can be explained on the basis of the
increase in the resistivity of the filler material; Cu NWs, the
sensing element. This occurs due to the reduction in
concentration of the Cu NWs in an area, as a result of being
spread out on a larger surface area formed with increasing
strain. A more resistive sensing element gives rise to a higher
gauge factor.40 Therefore, when the Cu NWs percolation
network goes through three levels of resistivity depending on
the strain, we witness three different gauge factors with each
one being higher than the previous one. This shows that

depending on the sensitivity and the strain range desired, a very
accurate strain sensor can be designed simply by varying the
concentration of Cu NWs ink and painting it on a rubber
substrate.
If we compare the two ink delivery approaches, we will find

that the problems that are faced with ball-point pen approach
can be overcome with the paintbrush approach. The ball-point
pen could not work on the latex substrate because it is not
absorbent like paper, hence it was difficult to deposit a sufficient
quantity of Cu NWs in the same spot on latex, as was achieved
on paper earlier. On paper, retracing the earlier ink mark results
in a more connected percolation network, as the ink is absorbed
by the paper. But in case of the latex surface, once a trace has
been drawn it cannot be retraced as it erodes the percolation
network formed by a previous trace. PET sheets also display
similar problems because of the surface properties. A critical
difference between substrates used for commercial printing and
the substrates used in this work, are that for printing the
substrate; usually paper, is hydrophobic but it is made super
absorbent by inducing surface roughness and using chemical
absorbent agents. For such a substrate most printing presses
use a hydrocarbon solvent based low surface tension ink, so the
ink is absorbed where it comes in contact on the substrate. This
results in minimal ink spreading, high ink loading in a small
area, as a result high resolution and visual clarity.46 But an
aqueous ink, such as our ink does not absorb well and forms
beads. This was overcome by using HPC in our ink which not
only lowers the surface tension and reduce beading, but also
helps the ink to bind on the paper. Surface roughness is
essential for ink absorption, but detrimental for NWs reversible
sliding. Now the latex surface is smooth and good for NWs
sliding but it is not hydrophilic. Ideally the surface would be
made hydrophilic by plasma cleaning but this cannot be done as
it induces more cross-linking on the latex surface and cause
brittleness and easy tearing of the plasma exposed surface when
stretched. The PET surface on the other hand can be oxygen
plasma treated to increase the hydrophilic nature and it does
not crack like latex. This difficulty with latex was again
overcome because of the HPC additive in our ink. This versatile
ink even though being aqueous, can be applied to any kind of
substrate regardless of the surface properties. When this ink is
used on a hydrophilic PET sheet using the ballpoint pen
approach the ink runs and does not hold form, and additionally
the line could not be retraced to increase Cu NWs
concentration. This hurdle was overcome with the paintbrush
approach and it was used to paint a trace on an oxygen plasma
cleaned PET sheet (and used as a bending sensor (Supporting
Information Figures S5−S8), as well as an untreated latex sheet
(to retain its smooth surface and stretchability). Recent works
show that this approach can actually manipulate even microliter
volumes of liquid.47 As this approach does not erode the
previous trace so it is possible to retrace the conductive
patterns. In our work, we have also used the conductive ink to
actually paint a complex pattern of the Sydney Opera House,
Figure 2e and Supporting Information Figure S9, and the
conductivity of this pattern is demonstrated by a glowing LED
on the painting.

■ CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we showed that the roller-ball ink delivery
approach is well suited for porous, not too rough, absorbent
substrates like paper, that is, surfaces for which the ball-point
pen has been designed. For smooth but comparatively soft
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substrates like PDMS and latex rubber, the paintbrush approach
is a better option. It is noteworthy that the way in which a NP-
based ink trace forms a percolation network is very different to
the way a NW-based ink trace does; hence, these unique
problems. Nonetheless, we have demonstrated that even a hard
to use material like Cu NWs can be tailored to be made into a
conductive ink with a variety of applications. It is also
demonstrated in this work that due to the use of high aspect
ratio NWs instead of NPs, we are able to deliver a conductive
trace onto a nonuniform substrate, such as coated paper, and
even paint a conductive pattern of the Sydney Opera House.
These drawable Cu NWs traces exhibited reasonably high
stability under ambient conditions (Supporting Information
Figures S10 and S11). The use of Cu NWs is highly economical
in terms of the conductive filler loading in the ink and the cost
of copper itself as compared to other metal NPs, CNT, and
graphene-based inks. The demonstrated e-ink, devices, and
facile device fabrication methods push the field one step closer
to truly creating cheap and highly reliable skin-like devices18,48

“on the fly”
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